Editorial

Strategic Transformation of Special Libraries

Under the shocks of digitalization and networking, National Science Library of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (NSLC) has executed the transformation strategy for knowledge-based services, and fully pushed forward the literature information services of NSLC. Supervised by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), NSLC has established the Literature and Information Branch of Chinese Alliance of Academy of Sciences (CAAS) to provide or deliver the literature and information services for the provincial academy of sciences, national high-tech and new-tech development zones, professional industrial zones, and enterprises of high and new technology. By means of this, NSLC could provide the support for the regional economic development and R&D in enterprises.

In 2010, NSLC made the decision to reform its Literature Service Department. Based on the literature delivery services, it started to organize the information literacy training, searching and novelty assessment training, and industrial technology intelligence service; and started to release industrial technology layout and negotiate meetings of new technology commercialization and venture capitals, and to offer entrepreneurship trainings, etc. In order to further expand the literature service for R&D, NSLC set up the Regional Information Service Department (RISD) to explore the intelligence service for supporting the regional development strategy, enterprise R&D, open innovation, and mass entrepreneurship.

With the rapid development of scientometrics, webmetrics, bibliometrics, patent metrics, text tech-mining, technology topics and theme monitoring, and visualization tools, S&T libraries could provide the services of technology trends tracing and emerging technology monitoring for the regional development strategy, industrial technology consulting, technology innovation and enterprise start-up. Before implementing the services, special libraries need to construct the framework for the service or consulting, and establish the methodology for the technology intelligence, and carefully consider the following issues, which include:

- how to establish the analytic frameworks or models for technology intelligence based on the scientometrics, bibliometrics, and patent metrics;
- how to apply those frameworks or models into the regional development consulting services, industrial technology assessment, and industrial technology strategy;
- how to construct the schema based on the big data analytic methods while tracing the industrial technology trend, comparing core technologies, and monitoring technology competitors;
- how to combine the industrial technology intelligence analysis of libraries with the enterprise R&D intelligence needs; and
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- how to transfer the tactic technology intelligence analysis into the services of special libraries for technology assessment or consulting in enterprises.

For the past three to four years, the NSLC has operated the Service for the Regional Economic Development (SRED) to explore the models and methods, and tried to apply the scientometrics related methods, models, and tools into our practice of industrial technology intelligence services, and this has enriched the connotation of knowledge-based services for industrial technology intelligence and technology consulting.

The Special Topics “Strategic Transformation of Special Libraries” include four papers, which have summarized our experience on the SRED and related services for the technological innovation and entrepreneurship from four facets, such as regional economic development, literature and information services for provincial academies of sciences, competitiveness evaluation of provincial academies of sciences, and the services and platform for the early-projects of technological innovation and entrepreneurship. We hope the devoted papers could provide insights into the transformation and explorations of knowledge-based services in special libraries under the environment of the big-data and informatics.

The first paper, Services for the regional economic development (SRED) by special libraries, has testified that the SRED should be the basic direction of special library services. The second paper, Exploration of a new service model of document and information sharing among consortium, has summarized the innovative approach to the sharing of documents and information among the members of CAAS and extended the NSLC service from basic literature providing to subject information analysis. The third paper, A new assessment approach of S&T competitiveness of China’s provincial academy of sciences, has established a new framework for the evaluation of S&T competitiveness of provincial academy of sciences. The fourth paper, Information service platform for science and technology innovation and entrepreneurship, has summarized the practice of information services for innovation and entrepreneurship of the NSLC, and described the features of S&T Innovation and Entrepreneurship Information Service Platform. In this issue, we would like to share our experience of the first and fourth papers, and the other two will be continued in the next Issue of CJLIS, 2015.

All content of the papers is based on the practice and service workflows of the RISD of the NSLC. Contributors are more than the authors mentioned in the papers. Thanks also go to those colleagues or specialists from the CAAS, who have either prepared the practical cases or technology intelligence reports, participated in the discussions of the SRED model, prepared the data for the intelligence reports, or provided the helps for service activities.
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